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• ABSTRACT

Identification of echotraces is an important source of error in acoustic assessment of pelagic stocks
when several species are observed in a single area. In order to analyse the reliability of sampling strategy by
transects and identification hauls, 48 hours were used at the Emd of an acoustic survey (DAAG92) in the Bay
of Biscay to prospect a second time a small area with small sampling scale. Eight transects separated by
one nautical mile were prospected in a 64 square-mile area. Species composition is provided by 8
identification pelagic hauls (one for each transect). .

Different combinations of transeets andlor hauls have been done. For each set of data, biomass
estimates have been calculated. Thetrawl catches proportions, weighted by specific Target-Strength and
density of echotraces observed around the hauls have been used to allocate the acoustic data to each
species.

As aconclusion, an incrcase in the number of transects does not increase the accuracy of the global
biomass estimate. The position of the identification hauls has a greater effect on the estimate by species
than the number of hauls. The variability of biomass estimates increases when Iively species as inackerel or
Sardine are concerned.
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RESUME

. L'identification des echos enregistres lors de campagnes acoustiques constitue une source d'erreur
importante dans les evaluations de stocks de poissons. Une periode de 48 heures a ete mise aprofit a la fin
d'une campagne de prospection acoustique dans le golfe de Gascogne (DAAG92) Pour analyser la fiabilite
des strategies d'echantillonnage par radiales et chalutages d'identification. Dans cette zone atelier de 64
milles carres, la prospection a ete effectuee selon 8 radiales paralleles espacees de 1 mille et 8 chalutages
pelagiques ont ete realises afin de determiner la composition specifique. .

Plusieurs evaluations de stocks ont et{~ calculees a partir de jeux de donnees differents selon les
radiales et les chalutages consideres. Les proportions par especes observees dans les captures ont ete
appliquees aux densites obtenues par acoustique apres ponderation par I'index de reflexion et Par la densite
des echos presents sur la zone.

A I'issue de cette etLJde. iI est montre que I'on n'augmente pas la precision des estimations en
augmentant le nombre de radiales prospectees. De plus, la position des peches d'identification a plus d'effet
sur les resultats que le nombre de chalutages effectues. Enfin, la variabilite des estimations de biomasses
semble augmenter 10rsqu'i1 s'agit d'especes au comportement vif comme le maquereau ou Ia sardine.
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At the end of an acoustic survey (DAAG92), 48 hours were used to prospect a second time a small
area with small sampling scale, in order to analyse the target-strength of anchoVy ~md the reliability of
sampling strategy by transects and identification hauls.

I. Material and method

An acoustic survey (DMG92) was carried out in the Bay of Biscay from 13 to 30 of April. A study
area, located between 45° 40 N and 45° 50 N (fig. 1), was chosen after initial prospection where a high
density of anchoVy was observed and so target-strength analysis was possible. Unfortunately, bad weather
occurred between the initial prospection period (17 and 18 of April) and the study area one (28 and 29 of
April); consequently the spedes composition and the echo-traces description were not really comparable.

Schools composed of almost 100 % anchoVy were observed in this small area during the first
prospection as a thick layer c10se to the bottom. West of this area, mackerel and horse-mackerel were
present and sardine were closer to the coast. During the second prospection, after bad weather, these other
species were mixed with anchoVy, and all detections were scattered in the whole area as small schools from •
the boUom to 20 meters above. This new configuration with several species prevented any target-strength
analysis but it was a good opportunity to test the sampling method (transects and hauls).

Eight transects were prospected in a 64 square-mile area during a 48 hours period. T~ese transects
were 8 nautical miles long and separated by one nautical mile. Species composition is provided by 8
identification pelagic hauls (one for each transect) (fig.2)..

Acoustic data were recorded using IFREMER acquisition system, INES/MOVIES (Diner, 1989). The
data was plotted using OEDIPE software (MASSE, 1992) and the biomass calculations were done according
to Diner (1983) and Masse (1988).

11. Oata analysis

11.1 Combjnations of transects and pelagic hauls

A comparison between different combinations of transects and/or pelagic hauls is possible, because
the delay is very short between the beginning and the end of the prospection on the study area. . •

a) Separation of the data

Six different estimates were calculated from these data, using two, three, tour or eight transects and
their corresponding hauls.

Transects were classified from 1 to 8, trom north to south of the area (fig.3) and the different sets of
calculation were defined, on a systematical base, as following :

- set 1. : all the transects
- set 2. : transects N°1, 3, 5, 7 - hauls N° 38, 37, 35, 34

- set 3. : transects N° 2, 4, 6, 8 - hauls N° 33, 32, 31, 36
- set 4. : transects N° 1,4, 7 - hauls N° 38, 32, 34

- set 5. : transects N° 2, 5, 8 - hauls N° 33, 35, 36
- set 6. : transects N° 2, 7 - hauls N° 33, 34
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b) Results

The biomass estimates from different sets and the respective coefficients of variation have been
calculated using species compositions in fishing sampies for allocating integrator values to species.
According to Diner (1983) and Masse (1988), these species compositions were not direcily applied but
previously weighted according to the density of fish observed around the fishing location. So a weighting
factor Xai was calculated for each haul and each species : '

Xai =Pa I (L a Pa I Ca)i

where Pa: catch rate for species a in haul i
,

Ca : acoustic factor calculated from T.S. and mean length of the species a.

Results are provided in table 1 and 2, and shown in figure 3 and 4. The coefficients of variation must
be considered as a characterization of the heterogeneousness. of the species distribution in an area. They
are based on the trawl catches and the density of fish observed by acoustics.

c) Discussion

,It is possible to consider the number of transects which had a direct effect on the deviation (acoustical
energy), and the number of hauls on the distribution of energy by species. .

The mean deviation does not change very much with the number of transects (from 1.489 to 1.756)
but the calculated biomasses per species vary from one set to another. Consequently, the estimates are
more dependent on identification hauls.

The sets 1, 2,3 and 6 calculations (2, 4 and 8 hauls) have ralher similar results. This means that the
number of hauls does not have a great effect on the calculation. On the other hand, sets 4 and 5 (3 hauls),
show very different results.

Rgure 2 shows that in sets 1, 2, 3 and 6, hauls were weil distributed throughout the area. On the
contrary, hauls used in sets 4 and 5 are respectively located in the west and east part of the study are:

- set 4 : hauis N° 32, 34, and 38 were Iocated on the west side of the area, had 60 to 90 % of
anchovy in the catch.

- set 5 : hauls N° 33, 35, and 36 were located north and east of the area and less than 50 % of the
catch was composed of anchovy.

• From these distributions, set 4 provides a better anchovy biomass estimate than set 5. Despite that
difference in biomass calculation we can see that globally the coefficient of variation increase when the
number of hauls decrease, but that they da not vary very much for the predominant species.

11.2 Innuence cf particular haufs

The position of the identification hauls seems to have ci greater effect on the estimate by species than
the number of hauls. The objective of the following analysis is to check the contribution of each haul to the
biomass estimates by removing systematically one haul from the biomass calculations. Results are
summarize<f in table 3.

The coefficients of variation for these new estimates show that one haul may induce greater variations
for species like mackerel and sardine. The horse mackerel results are not really significant because this

. species is generally poorly represented in this area.

This peculiarity may be explained by the Iively behaviour of such species which are usually
aggregated in big shoals, in middle water and characterized byswift reactions to vessels or fishing gears.
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111. Conclusion

Despite bad weather which disrupted the fish distribution in the study area, this srnall-scale study
shows that:

- an increase in the number of transects does not increase the accuracy of the global biomass
estimate,

- the position of the identification hauls has a greater effect on the estimate by species than the
number of hauls.

- the variability of biomass estimates increase when Iifely species as mackerel or sardine are
concerned.
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(8 h.) (4 h.) (4 h.) (3 h.) (3 h.) (2 h.)
Set 1 2 3 4 5 6

Mean deviation 1.676 1.756 1.593 1.754 1.541 1.489
(acoustic energy)

Standard deviation 1.389 1.578 1.183 1.003 1.126 0.820

abundance indices

Sardine 87 40 125 17 245 66

Anchovy 1707 1769 1639 2542 968 1894

Sprat 371 386 355 177 1020 238

Horse rnackerel 26 22 30 47 9 21

Mackerel 131 90 165 25 191 55

ether species 289 348 236 173 276 210

Total 2611 2655 2550 2983 2709 2484

Table 1. Mean deviations and abundance indices

(8 h.) (4 h.) (4 h.) (3 h.) (3 h.) (2 h.)
Set 1 2 3 4 5 6

Sardine 54.7 36.4 76.6 27.2 68.5 72.8

Anchovy 22.7 39.2 30.3 17.3 24.2 47.4

Sprat 41.6 77.6 48.2 48.3 40.0 96.3

Horse rnackerel 51.9 55.4 80.3 47.2 115.5 82.2

Mackerel 47.2 58.0 67.5 108.8 25.8 114.2

ether species 28.5 38.0 48.5 54.9 37.6 64.4

Table 2. Coefficients of variation
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Haul Horse Other
missing Sardine Anchovy Sprat mackerel Mackerel species TOTAL

N°

31 94 1808 405 30 82 262 2681

32 106 1464 431 14 166 347 2528

33 79 1822 341 31 129 270 2672

34 99 1425 442 24 159 328 2477

35 89 1771 268 26 119 288 2561

36 47 1700 317 29 126 304 2523

37 88 1856 417 30 137 246 2774

38 98 1762 371 31 136 271 2669

considering•8 hauls 87 1707 371 27 131 289 2612

Average 88 1701 374 27 132 290 2611
•( excluded)

Standard
deviation 17 155 57 5 24 32 96•( excluded)

Coefficient
of variation 20 9 15 20 18 11 4
( excluded)

Table 3. abundance indices when rernoving systematically one hau!.
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Figure 1. Area surveyed during DAAG92 and study area
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FigUra 2. Study area: transects and pelagic hauls
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Figure 3. Mean deviations and biomass calculations
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Figure 4. Variation coefficients
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